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simply not ready to take his place
as a regular pitcher. They did not
take into consideration the fact that
he was traveling in the East nearly
all of last week add did not have a
ball in his hands until" Saturday. A
few days' workout and Ed will he
right there, ready to do his share,
which means pitching every four
days and acting as relief pitcher
whenever the occasion demands.

The Boston Red Sox, champions of
the universe, start a four-da- y series

with the "White Sox at Comiskey
Park this afternoon. They should not
prove dangerous foes to the Callahan
gang. Cal is looking for at least
three games out of four, with a fair
chance of copping the lot. His pitch-
ers are traveling at a terrific gait,
while Joe Wood and Buck O'Brien
are the only Boston pitchers showing
their 1912 form. Even Wood is an.
uncertainty: He pitched one good
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game against St Louis, whining tegn,

but in his previous starts he was easy
for the enemy.

There is a fine chance for the
White Sox to start on their Eastern
invasion in second place, close up to
the leading Athletics. In the per-
centage table both Washington and
Cleveland are rated ahead of the

but this is due to a differ-
ence in the number of games the
three teams have played. Each of
the clubs has won eight more games
than it has dropped, and that is the
way percentage will be figured as the
season lengthens.

Callahan seems to have struck a
winning combination. The addition
of Schaller has greatly helped .the
outfield, and it is only a question of
time until Mattick will start padding
his hit column. Chick has been belt-
ing the pill solidly in every game,
but he is hitting directly at the field-

ers. Fournier and Berger have given
the infield more life and speed, and
the batting has not been weakened
bcause of the shifts.

Harry Lord poled, another of his
celebrated triples to right field yes-
terday, three men being on base at
the time. The blow killed the Yank
chances.

It is an old axiom that the head of
the household is the last to find out
anything wrong in his own home.
Now comes one Charles Webb Mur-
phy, president of the Chicago Cubs,
with the remarks that his pitching
staff is punk, that his outfielders are
no good, and that his inefilders are
rotten. The only exception he makes
are Cheney and Evers. Murphy says,
they are good players.

The interview in which Murphy
condemned his team was printed in
the Eastern papers yesterday, and
was great reading for the Cubs on an
off day. Several of them began to.
figure on the prices charged by mov-
ing men, and are ready to sell their
furniture.

Murphy's sweeping criticism is in-
consistent after the way he boosted


